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ABSTRACT – The article presents the earliest ceramics of the site Szczepanki, north-eastern Poland,
belonging to the Para-Neolithic Zedmar culture, which existed in the south-east Baltic region. The presented pottery come from the Late Atlantic layers, dated 5600–5100 conv BP. The pottery is discussed
regarding the technology, morphological details, vessel forms and ornamentation. Each of the elements shows multidirectional influences or similarities with the Western and the Eastern Para-Neolithic, as well as the Danubian cultures and the TRB. However, a specific characteristic of the early
Zedmar pottery relies on mixing features of various origins or traditions, creating a new and peculiar technology and style.
KEY WORDS – pottery; Para-Neolithic; Zedmar culture; Szczepanki site

Najstarej[a lon;enina para-neolitske kulture Zedmar
na najdi[;u Szczepanki, Mazurija, SV Poljska
IZVLE∞EK – V ≠lanku predstavljamo najstarej∏o keramiko na najdi∏≠u Szczepanki, severovzhodna
Poljska, ki je ume∏≠ena v para-neolitsko kulturo Zedmar, ki je bila raz∏irjena na obmo≠ju jugovzhodnega Baltika. Predstavljena lon≠enina je iz poznoatlantske plasti, ki je datirana med 5600 in 5100
pred sedanjostjo. Lon≠enino smo opazovali na podlagi zna≠ilnosti tehnologije, morfologije, oblik posod in okrasa. Vsak od elementov ka∫e ve≠smerne vplive ali podobnosti z zahodnim in vzhodnim
para-neolitikom kot tudi z donavskimi kulturami in s kulturo lijakastih ≠a∏ (TRB). Vendar pa se posebna zna≠ilnost lon≠enine zgodnje kulture Zedmar opira na me∏anje lastnosti razli≠nega izbora in
tradicij, kar ustvarja novo in posebno tehnologijo in slog.
KLJU∞NE BESEDE – lon≠enina; para-neolitik; kultura Zedmar; najdi∏≠e Szczepanki

Introduction
The Para-Neolithic1 Zedmar culture that existed in
the south-east Baltic region (Fig. 1) was a descendent of the regional Mesolithic of the Maglemosian
tradition in Masuria and the Prussian Lowland, con-

tinuing the hunter-gatherer economy, settlement system, burial customs and manufacturing of tools, as
well as producing pottery (Gumiński 1995; 1998;
1999a; 1999b; 2001; 2004; 2012; Gumiński, Bugaj-

1 The term ‘Para-Neolithic’ is a synonym of the ‘Sub-Neolithic’ or the ‘Mesolithic with pottery’, and in Eastern Europe is usually named
the ‘Forest Neolithic’ or even as just the ‘Neolithic’. However, in European archaeology the Neolithic is generally concerned as
the Stone Age farming economy that always co-occurs with pottery (apart from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic in the Near East). The
term ‘Forest Neolithic’ is also confusing because in Eastern Europe pottery appears at hunter-gatherer sites in the steppe zone
as well as in the arctic. Besides, proper Neolithic sites in Middle Europe were surrounded by forest as well, and what would be
the antonym to the ‘Forest Neolithic’? The ‘Field Neolithic’ (?) sounds ridiculous. ‘Mesolithic pottery’ is the good term, although
it relates only to pottery and does not define the whole culture. The prefix ‘sub-’ means below, under, or diminution, which
does not correspond well with the meaning of the term. The prefix ‘para-’ means beside, near, like, almost, similar to, not exactly, quasi, and thus the ‘Para-Neolithic’ seems to be best fitted to the general status of the phenomenon, because it occur nearby and contemporary with the (real) Neolithic, and only the presence of ceramics make it similar to the proper Neolithic.
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ska 2016; Gumiński, Michniewicz 2003). The pottery of the Zedmar culture stands out from all other
Para-Neolithic cultures in Western, North and Eastern
Europe with regard to elements such as the use of
flat bottoms and S-shaped profiles for all vessels. Such
features make this pottery more similar to the pure
Neolithic mode than to the Para-Neolithic, although
all researchers accept that Zedmar ceramics as well
as the whole Zedmar culture is of the Para-Neolithic
character.
On the other hand, the status of this culture has
been seen in various ways. In the first half of the
20th century, both Zedmar sites and similar stray
finds from the former Eastern Prussia were compared mainly with the Ertebølle (e.g., Gaerte 1927;
Kilian 1938). From the 1980s on, some archaeologists connected the Zedmar culture with the Narva
culture as a separate ‘Zedmar type’ (Girininkas
1994; Kempisty 1986; Kukawka 2010), others included Zedmar with the Neman culture, or considered it as a hybrid between Narva and Neman (Rimantienė 1992). It is unaccountable, however, why
many scholars ignore the presence of Zedmar culture in relevant archaeological discussions concerning the Para-Neolithic in the circum-Baltic region,
even though there three new sites have been excavated in recent decades (Gumiński 1999b; 2001;
Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1990; Timofeev 1991; 1996;
1998; Timofeev et al. 1994). In fact, the Zedmar culture is a separate phenomenon that occurred just
on the geographical border of Western and Eastern

Europe, and on the civilizational frontier between
the Western and Eastern Mesolithic traditions (the
Maglemosian and Kundaian, respectively) on the
one hand and the southern farmers on the other
(Fig. 1).
The site Szczepanki and neighbouring site Dudka are
located on two islands of the former Staświn Lake in
the Great Masurian Lakeland (Figs. 2, 3). Together
with Zedmar A and D, Utinoie Boloto on the Prussian Lowland and possibly Pribrezhnoye on the Vistula Lagoon (Kaliningrad district of Russia), they are
the only excavated sites of the Zedmar culture (Fig.
1) (Gaerte 1927; Gumiński 1999a; 1999b; 2001;
2004; 2012; Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1988; 1990; Timofeev 1983; 1991; 1996; Zalcman 2016).
The chronology of the Dudka and Szczepanki sites
is based on stratigraphy and relevant radiocarbon
dates, 44 from Dudka and 11 from Szczepanki. Apart
from the settlement of the Late Palaeolithic and Mesolithic times (Gumiński 1995; 1999a; 2004; 2008;
2012; Gumiński, Michniewicz 2003), four successive chronological periods of the Para-Neolithic have
been distinguished:
❶ Early Zedmar, radiocarbon dated 5600–5100
conv BP (c. 4500–4000 cal BC), corresponds to
the second half of the late Atlantic period (l.AT).
❷ Classic Zedmar, dated 5100–4700 conv BP (c.
4000–3500 cal BC), relates to the turn of the Atlantic and Subboreal periods (AT/SB).

Fig. 1. The range of the Zedmar culture (green spot) and
other contemporaneous cultures whose similarities with
the Zedmar ware are discussed – the names in green are
of the Western Para-Neolithic, the names in blue of the
Eastern Para-Neolithic, in
brown the South-eastern Para-Neolithic, in red the Danubian cultures, and in grey
the Funnel Beaker culture
(TRB). The dotted line between the deltas of the Neman and Danube shows the
general geographic division
of western and eastern Europe. Abbreviations of the
sites of the Zedmar culture:
Sz Szczepanki, Du Dudka, ZA Zedmar A, ZD Zedmar D, UB Utinoie Boloto, Pr Pribrezhnoye, and mentioned sites of the Western Para-Neolithic: Ba Bazel, HD Hüde Dümmer, Ta Tanowo, KD Koszalin-Dzierżęcino, Dą Dąbki, Rz Rzucewo, of the Narva culture: πv πventoi, Sa Sārnate, KΩ Kretuonas and Ωemaiti∏kė,
Lu Lubana Lake basin, of the Neman culture: D≠ Dubi≠ai, Ka Katra, St Stacze, WW Woźna Wieś, So Sośnia, GW Grądy Woniecko, Za Zamostje of the Upper Volga culture (map made by W. Gumiński).
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❸ Post-Zedmar, dated 4700–4200 conv BP (c. 3500–
2800 cal BC), occurs in the early Subboreal period (e.SB).
❹ Late (Para-) Neolithic, dated 4200–3700 conv BP
(c. 2800–2000 cal BC), relates to the turn of early
and middle Subboreal (e/m.SB).
The last period should be treated as the Para-Neolithic too, since the economic and settlement system
are still based on hunting and gathering, though the
pottery have Late Neolithic features including cord
ornamentation (Gumiński 1997a; 1997b; 1998;
1999a; 2004; 2012).
The current paper discusses Para-Neolithic pottery
of the early Zedmar layers (period) from the Szczepanki site, excluding imports from the classic Neolithic cultures such as the Brześ≤-Kujawski culture or
the early Funnel Beaker culture (TRB) (Gumiński
2011). The presented ceramics come from the southeastern part of sector ‘E’ of the Szczepanki settlement, i.e. from the area close to the island bank and
neighbouring littoral zone of the lake (Figs. 3, 4).
There are well distinguished and substantially thick
layers of the late Atlantic period (l.AT) in which ceramics appear for the first time (looking from the
bottom). It is worth emphasizing that this part of
the site has yielded the largest-ever homogenous
collection of the early Zedmar pottery, amounting
to over three thousand pieces of vessels, from which
a considerable number are preserved in relatively
large fragments (Tab. 1). This allows to reconstruct

the forms of vessels and to correlate them with particular elements of ornamentation (Fig. 4).
Chronology
The early Zedmar pottery from sector ‘E’ was distinguished exclusively on the basis of the stratigraphic position of finds, and it comes from two coincident layers. These are grey-brown peat with sand,
gravel and stones (layer B.5) on the island bank
(Fig. 5a), which turns into a brown-black peaty
coarse-grained detritus with wood and some stones
(layer L.5) in the littoral zone (Fig. 5b) (Gumiński
2004.Fig. 5–6; 2018.Fig. 2). It should be emphasized
that pottery at Szczepanki, as well as at Dudka, appears from a certain level (depth) of the layers dated
to the second half of the Atlantic period (middle-late
AT) or to the late Atlantic (l.AT).
The chronology of the early Zedmar pottery at Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, assigns two 14C dates. The oldest
date obtained from the food-crust on a sherd without ornament, which was found in trench EZ in the
grey- brown peat with sand and gravel (B.5) just at
the lowest level in which ceramics appeared (Figs.
4, 5a), is 5580±40 BP conv (c. 4495–4345 cal BC2,
Poz-9384).
The upper range of the early Zedmar period is 5089
±31 BP conv (c. 3965–3800 cal BC, OxA-26652),
which was obtained from a bone implement made
of roe deer tibia found in trench ER at the transition
of the detritus (L.5) and brown-black
peat (L.4) (Figs. 4, 5b). The peat layer (L.4) accumulated at the turn of
the Atlantic and Subboreal (AT/SB),
and corresponds to the classic Zedmar period (Gumiński 2018.272,
Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Localization of the sites Szczepanki and Dudka within the
former Lake Staświn in the Great Masurian Lakeland (map made
by W. Gumiński).

It is worth noting that the oldest
date for the pottery at Szczepanki
(5580±40 BP conv.), although obtained from food-crust, is very close
to the dates obtained for the earliest
pottery at Dudka, with both dates
derived from charcoal, at 5540±60
BP conv (Gd-5365) and 5520±40 BP
conv (Ki-5723) (Gumiński 1999a.
51, 74, Tab. 1; 2008.Fig. 3). Next, the
dates from both sites are at least one
hundred radiocarbon years older

2 The calibration of a particular date is given according to the OxCal 4.4 programme, two-sigma (95.4%), and rounded by five years.
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than the earliest dates concerning pottery at the two
Zedmar sites. At Zedmar A
they are 5440±90 (Le-1389)
and 5280±50 BP conv (Bln2162), both from charcoal,
and at Zedmar D they are
5360±130 (Ua-2383), 5280±
80 (Ua-2384) and 5230±100
BP conv (Ua-2382), each from
food-crust (Timofeev et al.
1994; 1995). It follows that in
the case of the Zedmar pottery any reservoir effect does
not impact the radiocarbon
dates derived from food-crust.
This is additionally demonstrated by the stable isotopic
analysis of ceramic residue Fig. 3. The Szczepanki site with marked excavated sectors-trenches (map
made by W. Gumiński).
extracted from Zedmar potsouthern Sweden, around 5500–5400 BP (c. 4400–
tery from the Dudka and Szczepanki sites. More pre4300 cal BC). Roughly at the same time pottery apcisely, the individual sherds of 85 sampled ceramic
peared in the Zedmar culture, a little earlier in Mapieces show evidence of the food processing based
suria, about 5600 BP (c. 4500 cal BC) and then on
on freshwater fishes (Robson et al. 2020).
the Prussian Lowland around 5400 BP (c. 4300 cal
BC) (Andersen 2011; Gumiński 1999a; Hallgren
The Zedmar culture belongs to the Western Para2004; Hartz, Lübke 2006; Jennbert 2011; Kotula
Neolithic complex of the Maglemosian tradition, si2015; Louwe Kooijmans 2011; Raemaekers 2005;
milar to the Ertebølle and Swifterbant cultures (Fig.
de Roever 2004; Timofeev et al. 1994; 1995).
1). The culture includes economy and settlement systems, bone and antler implements, stone and flint
Such a chrono-geographic spread of the earliest pottools, as well as burial rites and art. The Zedmar pottery suggests that the inspiration for producing cetery, in general, is also much more similar to that of
ramic within the Western Para-Neolithic came genthe Ertebølle and Swifterbant, than to the Narva or
erally from the South and West, rather than from
Neman wares, representing the Eastern Para-Neolithe East. It is noteworthy that within the Eastern
thic (Fig. 1).
Para-Neolithic, i.e. in the Narva, Neman, DnieperDonets and other cultures extended farther to the
The introduction of pottery within the Western ParaNortheast, East and Southeast (Fig. 1), pottery apNeolithic was not simultaneous. At first, ceramic appeared about one thousand years earlier, or even
peared in the Swifterbant culture, around 6100 BP
more, than in the Zedmar culture (Antanaitis-Jaconv (c. 5200 cal BC), and then in the Ertebølle. It
cobs, Girininkas 2002; Dolukhanov et al. 2009;
then appeared at about 5900–5700 BP (c. 4800 cal
Loze 1988; 1993; Kriiska et al. 2017; Mazurkevich,
BC) in north-eastern Germany and Polish Pomerania
Dolbunova 2015; Mazurkevich et al. eds. 2016; Pie(Tanowo, Koszalin Dzierżęcino, Dąbki, Rzucewo),
zonka 2015; Pili≠iauskas 2002; Timofeev 1998).
somewhat later in the Danish Ertebølle 5700–5600
This presents a strong argument that the Zedmar
BP (c. 4700 cal BC) and next on Bornholm and in

Site
Szczepanki E
Dudka

Number
of sherds

Shell
temper

3077
290

22%
40%

Other organic
and grog
tempers
47%
2%

No temper
1%
1%

First
technological group –
without grit
70%
43%

Second
technological group –
with grit
30%
57%

Tab. 1. Main types of temper and technological groups within the early Zedmar pottery from sector ‘E’ at
Szczepanki and from Dudka. Pottery comes from the littoral and bank zones only. Data for Dudka after
Chrobak (2004).
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culture belonged to another hunter-gatherer world
than the East European Para-Neolithic. It is significant that the Szczepanki and Dudka sites, representing a pure well-defined Zedmar culture, lie very close
(hardly 50km away) to the coherent extent of the
Eastern Para-Neolithic, i.e. from the large Neman culture sites, such as Sośnia, Stacze, Grądy Woniecko,
Woźna Wieś, Katra or Dubi≠ai. Similarly, Utinoie Boloto, which is located on the north-eastern range of
the Zedmar culture, lies close to the extent of the
Narva culture (Fig. 1). This suggests that the border
between the West and East hunter-gatherer worlds
was strong enough to restrain the spreading of the
idea of pottery production for several hundred years.
Technology
The Zedmar pottery distinguishes itself as very flimsy, and it has specific, though very diverse technology. Its main distinctive characteristics are organic
tempers, very poor baking, generally careless production regarding the symmetry of vessels, surface
treatment and ornamentation (e.g., Figs. 6d, 7f, 8g,
l-n, 9j, 10j, 11d, g, 12d, 13a, 14n, 15j).

The assignation Zedmar ware to the particular technological group or type is not so easy, because most
sherds contain two or three different tempering
agents mixed together. Moreover, each given temper
could appear in very dissimilar proportions – from
clearly dominant to a trace or uncertain presence.
Based on macroscopic observations, the lack of or
presence of grit (crashed rock) temper is the clearest possible division. The first case defines the first
technological group, while the presence of grit defines the second group. Organic tempers, however,
are present in both groups.
In the first group (Figs. 6–13) temper components
and the ratios among them vary significantly (Tab.
1). The most common are short filamentous traces
previously considered as negatives of animal hair,
now interpreted as coming from a swamp or marsh
horsetail (Equisetum fluviatile or E. palustre) (Gumiński 2012.95, 140). The next consist naturally
crumbled mussel shells, which often co-occur with
the horsetail. Both components were added to the
clay together with limy gyttja, so this pottery is oily
to the touch and as a rule steel grey. It is worth not-

Fig. 4. Sector ‘E’ at Szczepanki. The pottery discussed in
this study comes from shaded
trenches covering the littoral
and bank zone. The intensity
of the grey colour is proportional to the frequency of the
early Zedmar ceramic fragments (from 5 to c. 500) per
10m2 (see legend). Bigger
parts of particular vessels are
marked at the finding spot as
follows: 1 vessel with horizontal row(s) of oblong or dots
imprints, 2 vessel with horizontal rows of diagonal imprints that change direction
in each subsequent stripe, 3
vessel with corrugated rim
and row(s) of imprints only
on the belly, 4 vessel ornamented with corrugation
only on the rim, 5 vessel with
horizontal grooves, 6 rows of
imprints covering the whole
upper part of the vessel, 7 imprints around the bottom, 8
vertical tracks of imprints, 9
vertical grooves, 10 diagonal
alternate tracks of imprints, 11 diagonal alternate engraved double or triple lines in the mode of successive letters A, 12 rhomboidal net engraved pattern, 13 unornamented vessel. Marks in blue indicate vessels from the first technological group, in brown from the second group. 14 and 15 borderlines dividing
the island shore and lake waters. Black dots mark the spots from which a sample for 14C dating was
taken (plan made by W. Gumiński).
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Fig. 5a. Szczepanki, trench EQ, western crosssection. Layers and related periods: B.1 black
peaty soil, B.2 dark grey or dark brown loose
decomposed peat with patches of sand (the Late
Neolithic, e/m.SB), B.3 black granular peat (the
post-Zedmar, e.SB), B.4 brownish-black peat
with addition of sand (the classic Zedmar, AT/
SB), B.5 grey-brown peat with sand, gravel and
stones (the early Zedmar, l.AT), B.6 dark greybrown mulish peat (the Late Mesolithic, e-m.AT),
B.7 sand and gravel with crumble brown peat
(the Early Mesolithic, BO), B.8 dark brownishgrey mulish peat (the Early Mesolithic, PB), B.9
eolian sand spotted with brown peat and illuviated ortstein (the Late Palaeolithic, YD), B.10
light grey sandy calcareous gyttja (the Late Palaeolithic, YD), B.11 white-grey calcareous gyttja with lime gravel (the Late Palaeolithic, AL).
(photos by W. Gumiński)
Fig. 5b. Szczepanki, trench EQ, eastern crosssection. Layers and related periods: L.1 black
peat, L.2 brown-black decomposed peat (the Late
Neolithic, e/m.SB), L.3 blue-black sapropel (the
post-Zedmar, e.SB), L.4 brownish-black peat
with some wood (the classic Zedmar, AT/SB),
L.5 brown-black peaty coarse-grained detritus
with wood and some stones (the early Zedmar,
l.AT), L.6 dark brownish- grey gyttja with finegrained detritus (the Late Mesolithic, e-m.AT),
L.7 light grey-beige gyttja (the Early Mesolithic,
BO-PB) (photos by W. Gumiński).

ing that the pottery with clearly visible shell temper (Figs. 6a,b,g, 7a,b,e, 8j,l, 9a,l,p, 10a,c,f,n, 11a,h,
12a,f) accounts for only 22% of the early Zedmar
ceramic at Szczepanki (Tab. 1). This is almost half
of that seen at the neighbouring site Dudka, where
shells occurred in 40% of the early Zedmar pottery
(Tab. 1). In the classic Zedmar period at Dudka, as
well as at sites Zedmar A and Utinoie Boloto, shells
were even the dominant kind of temper (Gumiński,
Fiedorczuk 1990.54; Timofeev 1991.16, 21; Timofeev et al. 1995.22).
The ceramics of the first technological group could
also be tempered with a grog (chamotte), which was
usually mixed with other components (Figs. 7g, 8n,
9f-k, 10d,i, 12d). In turn, c. 1% of pottery has no visible temper (Figs. 11c, 12k, Tab. 1). Such ceramics
are very lightly baked, very soft, light, dry and floury
to the touch, and particularly brittle and prone to
pulverising. They occur only in layers of the early
Zedmar period, similarly to at Dudka (Tab. 1).
In the second technological group the coarse grit
occurs with plant admixture, and specifically torn
grass, sometimes with the addition of horsetail or
chamotte, but it never contains shells. This pottery

a

b

is comparatively hard, though particularly brittle
and easy to crumble up (Figs. 14, 15). Such ceramics account for 30% of that found for the early Zedmar period, and appears from the very beginning
simultaneously with the first technological group
(Tab. 1). It then becomes gradually less common,
and eventually rare in the classic Zedmar period. A
similar tendency occurs at Dudka, though in the
early Zedmar it was the most common technology
there, seen in 57% of finds (Tab. 1). At site A in Zedmar, pottery tempered with crushed rock occurred
from the beginning and together with pottery tempered with shells (Timofeev 1990.143; 1991.16;
Timofeev et al. 1995.22).
Sand was not applied as a temper in the early Zedmar period, neither at Dudka nor at Szczepanki. It
was rarely used in the classic Zedmar period, but it
became common in the post-Zedmar and in Late
Neolithic. Surprisingly, about two thirds of the pottery at site D in Zedmar was tempered with sand
and grit, which was sometimes accompanied by
plant admixture (Timofeev et al. 1995.22).
The two major technological groups of the Zedmar
ware, distinguished on the basis of the temper, are
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significantly diverse in other aspects as well. In the
first group both surfaces of vessels are often intensively rubbed (Figs. 5b, 8g,i,j, 9a,c,g,j,o, 10n, 11e,
12h). Their negatives could be as distinguished as
an ornament, which is in contrast very slightly impressed just in this technological group (Figs. 8j-l,n,
9j,n,q, 10j,l, 11e, 12b-d,k, 13a,b), although there are
some exceptions (Fig. 7e,j). In the second technological group (with the grit temper) the rubbed surfaces are rare and weak (Figs. 14f,h,o, 15o), whereas
ornaments in this group are usually deeply impress-

ed (Figs. 14a,e-i,o, 15g,h,j-l,o). It is interesting that
pottery from the neighbouring Dudka site is generally not rubbed, regardless of the temper (Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1988.140).
Most of the Zedmar vessels at Szczepanki were made
with the H-joins coil technique, and only some of
the first technological group, particularly on those
examples with the grog temper, reveal the N-joins
technique (Fig. 11d).

Fig. 6. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, pots with longitudinal imprints (scale 1:3). Note for Figures 6–15: below each vessel fragment is given the following: the
name of trench, number of find(s) in the trench and the depth (photos and table made by W. Gumiński,
K. Bugajska).
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Measurable features
The thickness of vessel walls in the first technological group is usually 7–8mm, although thicker ones
of c. 10mm (Figs. 6c, 7c,e, 8b,l, 12e) and thin-walled
vessels of 4–5mm also occur (Figs. 7g, 9a,b,j, 10a,e,k,
12i,j, 13b). Vessels tempered with grit (the second
group) are rather thick-walled, mainly from 8–10mm,

but thinner walls of 6mm (Fig. 14k,n) and thicker
of up to 15mm (Fig. 15d) are present too.
Vessels were generally large. The diameters of the
rims usually range between 26 and 44cm, but most
often, they are 28–32cm and c. 38cm (Fig. 16). Some
vessels were very large, with a diameter of 40–50cm
or perhaps more. However, the reading of dimen-

Fig. 7. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, pots (scale 1:3)(photos and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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sions should be taken with caution, because many
rims are significantly lopsided and some of them are
almost straight (Figs. 8d, 9g-j, 10g,h, 11g, 12e, 15j).
Still bearing this in mind, the capacity of most vessels could have been 20–35 litters, taking into account that their height was similar to the diameters
of the rim and the belly, and that the diameter of

the bottom was one third to one quarter that of the
rim (Figs. 7f, 10i-n, 13a, 14p).
Small and medium vessels with a rim diameter up
to 20cm are more frequent in the first technological
group than in the second, 14:2 or 20.5% compared
to 6.5%, respectively. Moreover, markedly small ves-

Fig. 8. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, vessels ornamented
with horizontal stripe of imprints or horizontal grooves (scale 1:3)(photos and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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sels with the rim diameters 8–15cm were made exclusively with organic tempers (Fig. 16). Clearly large
vessels, over 40cm in diameter, are also more frequent within the first group, though the disparity between both groups is smaller, at 14:5 or 20.5% and
16%, respectively.
Pottery forms and morphological details
Generally, all vessels have S-shaped profiles. They
consist of four standard segments (parts): flat bottom, the widening lower belly part, the narrowing
upper belly part (shoulder), and the leaning neck
(Gumiński 1989.40–7, Figs. 14–18). Bellies were
usually weakly bulged, although there are some exceptions (Figs. 7f, g, 11h).
All bottoms found in the early Zedmar layers at
Szczepanki, as well as at Dudka, are flat. Moreover,
most of them have an additional foot, i.e. protruding around the bottom stressing its flatness (Figs.
7f, 10i,n, 14p) (Gumiński 1999b.Pl. 28; 2001.Fig.
8; 2004.Figs. 21l, 23m,n, 25r). Another interesting
feature of some bottoms is their concave base (Fig.
10i,k).
A characteristic detail of the neck rims is their thickening or tucking of the outside edge that forms a
kind of mantel (Figs. 6a,f,g, 7b-f, 8a-c,f,k, 9a,c-e,g,h,
m,o-q, 10f, 11d,g, 12e,j, 14f,g,j,k,o, 15a,c,d,f-j,l,m,o,q).
Pots – i.e. vessels of similar or slightly smaller diameter of the rim than the belly and related or somewhat larger height – are the most common kind of
vessel. They have S-shaped profiles and short, leaning necks (Figs. 6, 7, 8a-g, 11a,b,d,g,h, 12d,e,g, 14c,d,
f-h,j,k,m,o, 15a-q). Some pots have single or double
furrow(s) and/or bumps around the slightly thickened neck (Figs. 6d, 7i, 11a, 14o, 15a-c). Pots with
such details occur also at site A in Zedmar, and became frequent in the classic Zedmar period at Szczepanki (Gaerte 1927.Fig. 263; Gumiński 2001.Figs.
2, 5; 2011.155–158, Fig. 5; Timofeev 1990.Fig. 5).
Surprisingly, this feature does not occur at neighSite, zone
Szczepanki E, littoral + bank
Szczepanki E, littoral + bank
Szczepanki E, settlement
Dudka, littoral + bank

Period of
Zedmar
early
classic
early + classic
early

bouring sites – neither at Dudka, nor at Zedmar D
(Gumiński 1999b.Pls. 25–28; 2001.Figs. 2, 4–6).
Beakers – which have a distinctly leaning funnel-like
neck and a diameter of the rim that larger than the
diameter of the belly and the vessel height – are the
second most common kind of vessel at Szczepanki.
Although sufficiently preserved parts of vessels
which definitely represent beakers are sparse (Figs.
8m,n, 9p, 13a,b), there are much more fragments of
typically funnel-like leaning necks. The profile of the
beaker neck could be concave (Figs. 9a-e,o-q, 10a-c,
f,g), straight (Figs. 8m, 9i, 10e,h, 11c, 14a,e,i, 15r),
S-shaped (Figs. 8k, 9g,j,l,n, 10d) or convex (Figs. 9f,k,
13a,b). At least some beakers have distinctly highlighted necks (Figs. 8k,m, 9i,k, 11c, 13a,b).
Cups are the third and considerably less frequent
kind of vessel at Szczepanki. They are generally
small, and proportionally low and wide, with leaning necks (Figs. 12a-c,h-k, 13c,d, 14n). It is likely
that all cups were ornamented.
In the pottery assemblage discussed in this study
there are no bowls, although one rim could come
from a bowl, or from a beaker (Fig. 9f). There are
also neither oblong bowls (so-called ‘lamps’) nor
plates, although single pieces of such forms were
found at other places of the Szczepanki site (Gumiński 2004.Fig. 23i; 2011.Figs. 3r, 4A).
Handles do not occur within the Zedmar ware at all
(Gumiński 1999b; 2001). While handles appear at
Szczepanki, Dudka and both Zedmar sites, they are
exclusively on vessels imported from the proper
Neolithic cultures (Gumiński 1997b; 2004.Figs. 23a,
25j; 2011.Fig. 6; 2012.Fig. 6q).
Two vessel fragments have holes below the rim,
which were pushed out while still in the elastic (not
burnt) form (Figs. 9o, 15r). They were probably
made for a functional purpose, possibly to fasten a
leather covering, rather than being just set around
the rim as an ornament. Besides, there are also a

Excavated
area
c.190m2
c.190m2
c.100m2
c.190m2

Total number
of sherds
3077
1107
3242
290

Number of
ornamented
379
109
181
16

% of
ornamented
12,3
9,5
5,6
5,5

Tab. 2. Intensity of ornamentation in different zones and periods at Szczepanki sector ‘E’ and at Dudka.
Data for Dudka after Chrobak (2004).
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few sherds with a drilled hole that was most likely
made for fixing cracked vessels (Figs. 9p, 11c).
Frequency of ornamentation
Generally, the Zedmar pottery is rarely ornamented.
In the discussed early Zedmar assemblage from the
littoral and bank zone of sector ‘E’ at Szczepanki,

just 12.3% of sherds have an ornament (Tab. 2, Fig.
4). In the same zone but within layers dated to the
classic Zedmar period, i.e. B.4-L.4 (Fig. 5a,b), the
share of ornamented sherds is still lower, at 9.5%
(Tab. 2). Next, on the island ground in the proper
settlement area of sector ‘E’, ornamented sherds
comprise only 5.6% of the total (Tab. 2), though this
refers to the early and classic Zedmar periods toge-

Fig. 9. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, necks of beakers and
pots (scale 1:3)(photos and table made byW. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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ther, since separation of particular layers in this part
of the site is less exact and perhaps even impossible. Anyway, it could be concluded that the intensity of ornamentation in Zedmar pottery generally
decreased with time. On the other hand, at the neighbouring Dudka site ornamented sherds from welldistinguished and radiocarbon-dated early Zedmar
layers of the littoral and bank zone account for only
5.5% of the total (Tab. 2), which is two and a half
times less than at Szczepanki from the same period
and zone.
This discrepancy is difficult to interpret. The first
possibility is that it could come simply from strictly
local or even individual inclinations. The second,
that it could arise from the practice of marking vessels with certain ornamentation as belonging to a
particular individual or family. This seems to be
more reasonable at Szczepanki with regard to the
restricted settlement area there (Figs. 3, 4) compared with the much more extensive and flat area
on the Dudka island (Gumiński 1999a.Figs. 6, 7).
The third potential scenario is that the mentioned
part of the lakeshore at Szczepanki was used for
ceremonial deposits of pottery. The highest density
of ceramic pieces per square meter being there, and
their common presence as large fragments, both support this suggestion (Fig. 4). Moreover, the most numerous and entirely preserved finds of other categories, such as amber and bone adornments or stone
and antler axes, were also found in the same place
(Fig. 17). It is worth noting, that the location with a
considerable amount of such finds occurred several
meters away from the edge of the dry ground area
of the island (Fig. 4). Besides, big wooden logs that
are remnants from a primitive scaffolding platform
were found only in the north-eastern part of sector
‘E’ (trenches EH, EL, ER, ES, FG, EI and FF) (Fig. 4)
and occurred in layer L.4 belonging to the later,
classic Zedmar period (Wacnik et al. 2020.ESM Fig.
5). Therefore, it seems to be less likely that the highest density of the early Zedmar pottery in the southeastern part of the sector ‘E’ (trenches EQ, FB, FC)
resulted from the place for washing dishes that was
located there (Fig. 4).
Motifs and patterns of ornamentation
Five main ornamentation motifs can be distinguished
in the early Zedmar ware. The most common is the
round horizontal stripe on the given segment (part)
of the vessel. Such stripes could consist of from one
to four rows of simple imprints (Figs. 6–7, 8a-j, 9hq, 10a-h,j-n, 12h-j, 13b-d, 14a-h,o, 15h,q), and even-

tually grooves (Fig. 8k-n), which were made with a
nail, finger, stick, or stamp. The stamps are oblong,
round, rectangular or of compound pattern. The latter can resemble an ear of a grass, a small animal
paw-print, a caterpillar or a denticulated human nail
(Figs. 8g-j, 9n,p,q, 14b).
Horizontal stripe(s) can occur on different parts of
the vessel. Going from the top, the first ornamented zone could be the inner part of the neck, which
is particularly frequent only in the discussed collection from Szczepanki (Figs. 6b,d,f, 7e,f, 8g, 9m,
10c-e, 11h, 12a,c,k, 15j,q). It is interesting that such
ornamentation also occurs on the lightly leaning
necks, so it was weakly visible. Moreover, the ornament inside the neck was most often imprinted with
another tool or in a different pattern than that on
the outer side of the vessel (Figs. 6b,d,f, 7e,f, 9m,
10c, 11h, 12a,c,k, 15q). At least in four cases the ornament inside does not go round the neck, but covers only a part of it, or the stripe of imprints was
interrupted (Figs. 6b,d, 7f, 12a). On one vessel two
rows of nail imprints change the pattern – the upper row consists of simple vertical nail-prints, whereas the lower one is in the form of a zigzag that
turns into multiple X-patterns. Both rows are partially blurred and then vanish (Fig. 7f).
The horizontal stripe on the vessel rim is the most
frequent ornament, since it occurs on 75% of rims
and is often the only decorated zone. The ornament
on the rim could have the form of diagonal or transverse corrugations or imprints made with a stick,
finger, nail, simple stamp (Figs. 6–15) or a complex
stamp (Figs. 6a,b,g, 7b,f,g, 8f, 9e,n,p,q, 11g, 14d,f,
h,o). It is interesting that such elaborate imprints
appear more often on the edge of the rim than on
the flat surface of the vessel, which is ornamented
in other ways, as a rule with a simple stamp or a nail
(Figs. 6a,b,g, 7b,f,g, 8f, 11g, 14f,h,o). It is worth noting that this style is almost absent at the neighbouring Dudka site, whereas it is found at site A in Zedmar (Gumiński 1999b.Pls. 25–28; 2001.Figs. 2, 4–6;
Timofeev 1990.Fig. 5).
The outer part of the neck was the third vessel zone
ornamented with a horizontal stripe. The row(s) of
imprints or eventually horizontal grooves (Fig. 8kn) (Gumiński 2012.Fig. 6e) could be placed on the
neck in three different positions. One of them is the
base of the neck (Figs. 6d,f, 7f,g, 8a-c,e-i,k,m, 9h-n,p,
q, 13d, 14a,d), while the second is on the upper part
of the neck below the rim, which occurs mainly on
beakers (Figs. 6g, 7d,e, 8d, 10c,d, 12h, 14b,c,f-h),
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and the third position is seen with rows of imprints
covering the whole width (height) of the neck (Figs.
6a-c,e, 8l, 10a,b,e-h, 12i-k).
A horizontal stripe could also appear on the upper
belly part, with three variants found. In the first,
horizontal rows go as a follow-on from the base of
the neck and cover only the top part of the upper
belly (Figs. 6d,f, 7g, 8h,i,m,n, 13d). In the second,
horizontal rows occur alone on the maximum protuberance of the belly or they are clearly separated
from the upper ones (Figs. 6a,g, 7f, 8a,f,j, 13b,c,
14h,o). In the third variant, at most four horizontal
rows evenly cover the upper belly part, though they
are sparsely placed (Figs. 8g,n, 12i). The form of imprints on the upper belly part is the same as on the
neck. It is worth noting that the diagonal imprints
of the longitudinal stamp or nail, which appear in
two successive horizontal rows, are usually set in opposite directions in each pair of rows (Figs. 6b-e,
7f,g, 10a,b, 13c). It is interesting that such a style is
very rare at the neighbouring site of Dudka, but it is
common on the Zedmar sites from the Prussian Low-

land (Gumiński 1999b.Pls. 25–28; 2001.Figs. 2,
4–6; Timofeev 1983.Figs. 1, 2; 1990.Fig. 6; 1991.
Fig. 6). Moreover, such a style of alternating longitudinal imprints was common in the eastern concentration of finds in Utinoie Boloto, whereas it is almost absent at the western part of the site (Timofeev
1983.Figs. 1, 2; compare Fig. 3).
The horizontal stripe of imprints could also occur
around the bottom (Figs. 7f, 10j-n). Moreover, ornamentation appears on the underneath bottom too,
and goes around and across it (Fig. 10j). Ornaments
on the bottom are generally typical for the Zedmar
ware, although those placed just on the bottom base
are much more frequent in the Prussian Lowland,
at Utinoie Boloto, Zedmar A and D (Gaerte 1927.
Figs. 17–23; Gumiński 2001.142, Fig. 8; 2004.Figs.
21l, 23n, 25s; Timofeev 1983.Fig. 1; 1991.Fig. 5).
The second ornamental motif (after the horizontal
stripes) consists of single or double vertical tracks of
imprints or wide grooves sparsely distributed around
the vessel and usually going from the neck to the up-

Fig. 10. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, ornamented necks
of beakers and flat bottoms (scale 1:3)(photos and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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per belly part (Figs. 11a,d,g, 14n, 15i-p). This motif
is particularly characteristic for the early Zedmar pottery, although it is not very frequent and in the Prussian Lowland appears mainly at the site Zedmar D
(Gaerte 1927.Figs. 134–135, 259–261; Gumiński
1999b.Pls. 25, 28; 2001.Figs. 2, 6; 2004.Fig. 21j;
2012.Fig. 6; Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1988.Fig. 18;
1990.Fig. 3:1; Kilian 1938.Figs. 2, 4–6; Timofeev
1991.Fig.6; Timofeev et al. 1995.Fig. 5).
Single or double alternate diagonal tracks of imprints
of a nail or simple stamp are the third ornamental
motif among the earliest pottery at Szczepanki. They
go between the neck and maximal bulge of the belly
and create a wide-spreading zigzag or raftered mo-

tif. It occurs in two variants – among horizontal rows
of similar imprints (Fig. 11c,h,i) or alone (Figs. 11
b,d-f, 13a). A related pattern, resembling the letter A,
was made with double or triple parallel engraved
lines going close to each other (Figs. 12a-c,e,f, 14i,k).
Both patterns appear mainly in the early Zedmar period (Gaerte 1927.Figs. 13, 27, 260; Gumiński
1999b.62, Pl. 26; 2001.135, Figs. 6, 7; 2004.Figs.
21f,k, 23f, 24o; 2011.Fig. 2; 2012.97, 140, Fig. 6;
Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1990.Figs. 3:7,8, 4:1,6; Timofeev 1979.Fig. 2; 1991.Fig. 5, 6; 1996.Fig. 51).
The fourth ornamental motif consists of parallel
triple grooves, which generally go down and break
at an angle on the turn of the neck and the belly,

Fig. 11. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, vessels ornamented
with vertical or diagonal tracks of imprints (scale 1:3)(photos and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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and such bunches were mirrored and repeated after
intervals (not preserved on this sherd) (Fig. 14l).
This ornament is recorded only on one sherd, but
even so, its presence is notable, because such a pattern had already appeared on the ceramic import
from the Bug-Dniesterian culture, which was found
in sector ‘A’ on the eastern foreland of Szczepanki
island (Fig. 3) (Gumiński 2012.98, 140, Fig. 6a).
The last, fifth decoration motif occurring in the early
Zedmar ware at Szczepanki is a rhomboidal net
made with intersecting diagonal engraved lines covering the upper part of the vessel (Figs. 12d,g, 14j).
It is interesting that a somewhat intermediate pattern between the net and the above-mentioned letter A motif also appears in the early Zedmar pottery
(Fig. 12e) (Gumiński 2001.Fig. 6o,p,s,t). The full net
pattern still occurred in the classic Zedmar period at
Szczepanki and other Zedmar culture sites, although
generally it was not frequent.
Similarities and differences between both main
technological groups of Zedmar ware
As mentioned above, pottery with grit and plant temper, i.e. the second technological group, is different
from the rest in terms of certain features of the ves-

sel forms and ornamentation. On the other hand,
sherds of the second group are considerably less numerous than those of the first group (in the ratio 3:7)
(Tab. 1), so the probability of a particular vessel type
or ornamentation appearing is accordingly lower.
Anyway, within the second group there are also beakers (Figs. 14a-c,e,i, 15e,r) and even small cups (Fig.
14n), as well as flat bottoms with a foot (Fig. 14p) or
vessels with a row of holes below the rim (Fig. 15r).
Generally, the motifs of ornamentation are similar
in both groups, including the less common ones. In
the second group, for instance, there are also vertical tracks of imprints (Fig. 15i-l, n-p) and vertical
grooves (Figs. 14n, 15m), as well as the letter A motif and the net pattern (Fig. 14i-k). On the other
hand, diagonal tracks of imprints and horizontal
grooves probably occur only in the first group. In
contrast, round and rectangular stamps, as well as
imprints made with a finger, are distinctly more frequent in the second technological group (Figs. 14a,
e-h,o, 15e-q), whereas oblong stamps and nail imprints, very common in the first group, are rare in
the second (Figs. 14b,c, 15q).
In conclusion, in both technological groups the same
motifs of ornamentation occur, although with diffe-

Fig. 12. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technological group, cups and pots ornamented with alternate diagonal engraved lines, rhomboidal net and dotted imprints (scale 1:3) (photos
and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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rent frequencies. Similarly, some details of patterns,
such as the outline of stamps, are typical only for a
particular group.
The early pottery from Szczepanki toward
other Zedmar culture sites
Although the early Zedmar pottery from Szczepanki
relates well in all respects to the Zedmar culture
ware, there are some strictly local features. Concerning technology, the shell temper, as well as the
grit admixture, are almost two times less frequent at
Szczepanki than at Dudka (Tab. 1). In turn, the grog
temper appears at Szczepanki already in the early
Zedmar, while at the neighbouring Dudka site only
in the classic Zedmar (Gumiński 2001.134). Intense
rubbed surfaces are quite common at Szczepanki,
whereas at Dudka and other Zedmar sites they are
rare and lightly visible.
Regarding vessel details, bumps and furrows around
the neck of pots appeared at Szczepanki in the early
Zedmar and became quite frequent in the classic period (Gumiński 2011.Fig. 5; 2018.Fig. 3f). This kind
of neck also occured at Zedmar A, while it was practically absent at Dudka, Zedmar D and Utinoie Boloto. Next, the mantels outside the edge of the rim
are common at Szczepanki and Dudka, but they are
only occasionally present at other Zedmar sites. By
contrast, bottoms with the highlighted foot evidently dominated the Zedmar ware of the Prussian Lowland, while at Szczepanki and Dudka only about half
the bottoms have this (Gaerte1927.Figs. 17–23; Gumiński 1999b.Pls. 25–28; 2001.Figs. 2, 4–6, 8; 2004.
Pls. 31–35; 2016.Figs. 2, 7; Gumiński, Fiedorczuk
1990.Fig. 3; Timofeev 1983.Fig.1; 1990.Fig. 5; 1991.
Fig.5; 1996.Fig. 51).
With regard to ornamentation, compound stamps,
especially imprinted on the rim edge, occur at Szczepanki and Zedmar A, while at Dudka and other Zedmar sites they are nearly absent (Gumiński 1999b;
2001; Timofeev 1990; 1991). Ornaments inside the
neck, which present a different shape (pattern) than
on the rest of the vessel, occur exclusively at Szczepanki. The manner in which oblong diagonal imprints go in opposite directions in each pair of rows
is particularly common at Szczepanki. It also occurs
at Zedmar sites from the Prussian Lowland, but at
Dudka as well as at the western concentration of Utionoie Boloto it is very rare (Gumiński 1999b; 2001;
Timofeev 1983.Fig. 3; 1990.Fig. 6; 1991.Fig. 6).
Taking into account these differences between sites,
it could be concluded that each Zedmar site reveals

its own local or even individual tendency to applying certain technological formula and stylistic features. Some of them might be considered as insignificant details, but others seem to be of importance.
Overall, it indicates that differences among particular assemblages of Zedmar pottery arose from the
local determinants rather than from the chronological changes.
Discussion
The early Zedmar pottery from the south-eastern
part of Szczepanki settlement is the largest homogenous assemblage of the Zedmar culture ware known
so far. Generally, it indicates an eclectic and complex genesis regarding technology, morphological
details, vessel forms and ornamentation. Each of
these ceramic components show analogies to completely different cultural traditions (Fig. 1, Tab. 3).
Technology
The substantially diversified technology of the early
Zedmar ceramics (Tabs. 1, 3) is one of the crucial
points suggesting their multi-directional origin. However, the particular technology of the Zedmar pottery does not involve a separate style, neither in vessel forms and morphology details nor in ornamentation. Motifs and certain patterns are generally the
same in both main technological groups, though
some differences are noticeable between them, they
concern details and reveal tendencies rather than
detached manners. For instance, nail imprints and
oblong stamps occur mainly in the first technological
group (tempered exclusively with organic agents),
while round and rectangular stamps and finger imprints are typical for the second group (containing
grit temper). Other features, such as slightly thicker walls and a lack of small vessels in the second
technological group, most likely arose from technical determinants or the intended purpose of vessels,
and not from different traditions.
It seems that inspirations to produce pottery in the
Zedmar culture came from different directions simultaneously, and the Zedmar people transformed them
significantly to their own specific style. This is in opposition to the case of the Funnel Beaker culture
(TRB) sites in the Chełmno Land and Kuyavia in
north-central Poland (south-west from the range of
the Zedmar culture, Fig. 1), where the clearly outstanding vessels of the foreign Narva culture style
regarding technology (including shell temper), forms
(egg-like vessels) and ornamentation (covering the
whole vessel) co-occurred with the classic TRB ceramics (Kukawka 2010). Thus, in the TRB of Chełmno
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Early
Ertebølle Swifter- Narva Neman Dnieper- LBK, Early BKC, Late
TRB***
Zedmar*
S, P**
bant
Dubi;ai Donets Danubian Danubian
various combined tempers
+++
++
+
+
+
++
plant temper
+++ ZD+
+
++
++
++
+++
+
shell temper
++ ZD+
bone+ +++
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K-C +
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+ ZD++
+++
++
+
+++
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N-W +++
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Sz++ Du+
+
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+
+
S-E+++
sand temper
–
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+
+
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++
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+
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intense rubbed surfaces
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+++
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+
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thin-walled vessels
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+
+++
+
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flat bottoms
+++
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++
+
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++
+++
+++
protruding bottoms (with a foot)
++
S+
+
+
+
concave base of bottom
++
++
S-E+++
leaning out necks
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+++
+++
+
+
+
+
+++
+++
mantel outside the edge of rim Sz, Du ++
+
+
bump\furrow(s) around
Sz + ZA+
+
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+
+
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row of holes around the rim
+
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+
+
+++
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+++
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+
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+
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+++
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+++
+
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+
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+++
+
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+
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small cups
+
+
+
+
+
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+++
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+
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+++
++
+
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+
+++
round and square stamps
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+
++
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+
++
oblong stamp imprints
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+
+
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+
+++
compound stamps imprints
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+++
+++
++
‘caterpillar’ stamp
Sz+
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+++
+
+
‘denticulated nail’ stamp
Sz+
Du
+
+++
++
various stamps on certain
+
Sz++
++
++
+++
+++
vessel
inside neck ornamentation
Sz++ Du+
++
++
corrugation of the rim edge
+++
++
++
++
++
++
++
stripe of imprints below the rim
+
++
++
+
+++
stripe on the base of neck
++
++
+
+++
horizontal engravings on neck
+
+
+
+
longitudinal imprints in
++
+++
opposite direction in
++
Du
each pair of rows
stripe on bulge or on upper
++
+
+++
belly
separate stripe around bottom
++
S+
+
base of bottom ornamented
++
Sz+
+
+
++
+
+
sparse vertical tracks of
++
++
++
+
imprints
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++
+
++
+
alternate diagonal imprints
++
+
+
+
++
parallel diagonal engraved lines
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+
+++
parallel go down grooves
+
++
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rhomboidal net pattern
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Tab. 3. Pottery features of the Zedmar ware and other cultures. Key: +++ very common, dominating feature, ++ occurring, + scarce, Du virtually lack. *Early Zedmar sites: Du Dudka, Sz Szczepanki, ZA Zedmar
A, ZD Zedmar D, **S Ertebølle in Sweden and Bornholm, P Pomeranian ‘Ertebølle’, ***N-W north-west
from Masuria, K-C Kuyavia and Chełmno Land, S-E south-eastern group of the TRB.
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Land a type of vessel specific for the Narva culture
was adopted as an entirely moulded product.

makes such a mixture specific and exceptional.
Moreover, the contribution of shells and other kinds
of temper varies considerably between Zedmar sites,
even those located on the same lake (Tabs. 1, 3).

The simultaneous usage of pottery tempered with
several different kinds of agents, which clearly diThe same can be said with regard to the rubbing of
vide the Zedmar ware into at least two distinguishvessel surfaces, which in the very pronounced form
ing technological groups, can be compared with the
occurs almost exclusively in the first technological
‘fine’ and ‘coarse’ ware of the Early Neolithic of the
group at Szczepanki. Rubbed surfaces are common
Balkan-Danubian tradition, including the Linear
in the early Narva and Neman pottery (Tab. 3) (CharBand Pottery (LBK). However, unlike in the Zedmar,
niauski 1979; 2011; Isaienko 1976; Loze 1988;
this dichotomy also included ornamentation and
1993; 2000; 2001; Marcinkevi≠iūtė 2016; Pili≠iauwas no longer used at the time when the Zedmar
skas 2002; Tkachou 2018). It is worth noting that
pottery appeared c. 5600 BP conv (about 4500 cal
at the Neman culture sites in north-eastern Poland
BC). On the other hand, the use of shell temper in
(Fig. 1) pottery with intensely rubbed surfaces is
the Zedmar ware, which is alien in the Danubian cultempered with grit and has deeply impressed ornatures, is commonly considered as originating with
mentation (Kempisty 1984/1988; Kempisty, Sulgothe Narva culture, where it was very common (Bērstowska 1991; Kempisty, Więckowska 1983; Waziņ∏ 2008; Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1990; Jaanits
wrusiewicz et al. 2017), the exact opposite to the
1965; Kriiska et al. 2017; Kukawka 2010; Loze
combination at Szczepanki. The flat bottom vessel
1988; 1993; Rimantienė 1992; 2005; Timofeev
with clearly visible shell temper and intensely rub1991; Vankina 1970). It should be emphasized,
bed surfaces (Fig. 10n) which was found in the lowhowever, that shells were also used in the Early
est ceramic level at Szczepanki is another good examPara-Neolithic and Neolithic of south-eastern Europe,
ple for the mixing of traits of different origins. Shells
for instance in the Bug-Dniesterian and Dnieper-Docan indicate a Narva or Dnieper-Donets origin, and
netsian cultures (Fig. 1, Tab. 3) (∞erny∏ 1996; Darubbing Narva or Neman, but flat bottoms certainly
nilenko 1969; 1985; Dolukhanov et al. 2009; Maroriginate from none of these, since they were totally
kevi≠ 1974; Telegin 1968). Therefore, the presence
of shell temper within Zedmar pottery is not necessarily
of Narva origin, especially
since the obtaining and treatment of shells was different
in both cultures. In the Narva ware, as well as in the similar TRB pottery of Kuyavia
and Chełmno Land, (hard)
shells were mechanically crushed, whereas in the Zedmar
ware from Dudka and Szczepanki they were naturally
crumbled and applied together with a gyttja (Daszkiewicz et al. 2014; Gumiński
2012.95). Anyway, the shell
temper as such should not be
taken as a decisive argument
for the determination of technological inspirations within
the Zedmar ware. It is worth
stressing that shells co-occur
with horsetail (Equisetum)
temper in most of the early Fig. 13. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the first technoloZedmar ceramics, at least at gical group, small beakers and cups (scale 1:2)(photos and table made
Szczepanki and Dudka, which by Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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absent in the contemporary Eastern Para-Neolithic
wares. This example is a good illustration of the peculiarity of Zedmar pottery, in which traits of completely different origin co-occur in a single vessel.
With regard to technology, it should be emphasised
that the precise formula of Zedmar technology is not
a simple copy of any other culture, neither Danubian

nor Narvian ware, Neman or Dnieper-Donetsian. Interestingly, the Zedmar technology is distinctly different from that of the Ertebølle regarding temper
and forming the walls of vessels, but in many points
is similar to the Swifterbant ware (Tab. 3). Each of
the Zedmar ceramic technologies has its own specificity, such as the additional admixture of horsetail
temper, as well as very poor baking and generally

Fig. 14. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the second technological group, beakers, pots and
cups (scale 1:3)(photos and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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sloppy production. Besides, the preference for a particular technology, such as the composition of temper or rubbing, could have very local range, limited
to even just one site of a given micro-region, as it is
in the case of Szczepanki and Dudka (Tabs. 1, 3) or
sites A and D in Zedmar. Therefore, the prevalence
of a given technology, apart from some exceptions
such as the lack of temper in the early period or
sand temper in the late Zedmar, does not have chronological value, but it results rather from the function of vessels, or from strictly-local or even individual preferences.

1993; 2000; 2001; Rimantienė 1992; 2005; Timofeev 1990; 1998; Vankina 1970).

Vessel forms and morphological details
A poor set of forms and the lack of handles link the
Zedmar pottery with the widespread Para-Neolithic
ware. In the Zedmar however, egg-like, biconical, or
cylindrical vessels with pointed bottoms and without necks do not occur at all, whereas they were
typical for the Eastern Para-Neolithic including the
Narva, Neman and Dnieper-Donets cultures (Fig. 1)
(Charniauski 1979; 2011; Dolukhanov et al. 2009;
Gumiński 1999b; Isaienko 1976; Jaanits 1965;
Kempisty 1986; Kriiska et al. 2017; Loze 1988;
1993; Oshibkina S. V. (ed.). 1996; Piezonka 2015;
Rimantienė 1992; Telegin 1968; Timofeev 1998;
Tkachou 2018; Vankina 1970). Instead, generally
S-profiled vessels and leaning necks, in particular in
beakers, connect Zedmar ceramics with the Western Para-Neolithic cultures, i.e. with the Ertebølle
and Swifterbant, and then with the TRB, in which
markedly funnel-like necks became a leading form.
This suggests a common origin and similar standards
for the pottery in these western type cultures.

Next, the mantel outside the edge of the rim, which
is particularly frequent at Szczepanki and Dudka, but
less common in the Zedmar ware of Prussian Lowland, may have regional Masurian or wider Polish
Plain origin, since it also appears on some Danubian
vessels from north-central Poland (Gumiński 2001.
135, Fig. 7). It is worth noting that the opposite treatment of the rim, i.e. thickening of the inside part of
the rim edge and its diagonal truncation, were particularly common in the Narva culture (Bērziņ∏ 2008;
Gumiński 1999b; Loze 1988; 1993; Marcinkevi≠iūtė 2005; 2010; Rimantienė 2005; Vankina 1970).

On the other hand, the presence of flat bottoms
only, additionally highlighted with protruding feet
or concave bases, is a thoroughly Neolithic feature
that is also included in the late Danubian or southeastern TRB. Admittedly, flat bottoms also occurred
(although not exclusively) in the very early ParaNeolithic of the South-Eastern and Eastern Europe,
but such pottery disappeared there around one thousand years before the beginning of the Zedmar culture, and it happen at least one thousand kilometres
away from its territory (Mazurkevich, Dolbunova
2015; Mazurkevich et al. 2013; Mazurkevich et al.
eds. 2016). Besides, flat bottoms also appeared in
some sites of the south range of the late Narva culture, such as at πventoji or Kretuonas and Ωemaiti∏kė (Fig. 1), but this was certainly much later than
the early Zedmar. Farther north, e.g. at Sārnate and
sites in Lubana Lake basin, flat bottoms do not occur
at all (Bērziņ∏ 2008; Girininkas 1990; Loze 1988;

The bumps or furrow(s) around the thickened necks
of pots, which occur only at Szczepanki and Zedmar
A, are likely of south-eastern provenance, since they
occur in some of the south-eastern Danubian groups
and in the Dnieper-Donets culture, and were particularly common in the south-eastern group of the
TRB (Gumiński 1989.Figs. 26–29; 2011.155–158,
Fig. 5; Telegin 1968.Figs. 26, 29, 41, 44, 46; Telegin,
Titova 1998).

Row of holes below the rim or alternately holes and
bulbs made with very deep impressions from the
other side of the vessel (Figs. 7e, 9o, 15r) are in fact
sporadic in the Zedmar pottery, and in the proper
Ertebølle (Tab. 3). In contrast, this is the most distinctive feature for the Neman culture and related
groups (Charniauski 1979; 2011; Isaienko 1976;
Kempisty 1984/1988; 1986; Kempisty, Sulgostowska 1991; Kempisty, Więckowska 1983; Pili≠iauskas 2002; Tkachou 2018; Wawrusiewicz 2013;
Wawrusiewicz et al. 2017). It is interesting that this
style is common again further northwest, at the ParaNeolithic sites of Polish Pomerania (Fig. 1) (Galiński
2012; Ilkiewicz 1989; 1997; Kotula 2015), which
also links that pottery with the Neman culture (Kotula 2015; Timofeev 1998.Fig. 4). It should be added,
however, that a row of holes around the rim appears
even within the Swifterbant culture, including at
outermost sites such as Hüde Dümmer or Bazel (Fig.
1) (Crombe et al. 2015; Kampffmeyer 1983; Raemaekers 2005).
A simple pot with a slightly S-profile, flat bottom
and short leaning neck with a thickened or tucked
rim is a very common form of vessel in the early
Zedmar. It could have been adopted from the southeastern Para-Neolithic, particularly from the DnieperDonets culture, where comparable pots occurred
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earlier than the beginning of the Zedmar culture. It
is significant that those pots are similarly ornamented, i.e. with horizontal rows of oblong diagonal imprints, in which they change direction in each pair
of rows. However, in the Dnieper-Donetsian ware
such a pattern covered almost the whole surface of
the pot (Telegin 1968; Telegin, Titova 1998). Besides, such pots with the characteristic thickened or
tucked rim were the most frequent type of vessel
within the south-eastern TRB, although this cultural
group was rather younger than the earliest Zedmar
(Gumiński 1989; 2011). On the other hand, similar
S-profiled pots, mostly with pointed or rounded bottoms, are also common in the Swifterbant culture
(Reamaekers 2015; Reamaekers, de Roever 2010;
de Roever 2004).

The early Zedmar beakers are similar to those of the
Ertebølle, Swifterbant and the early TRB; although
in the Ertebølle they have exclusively pointed bottoms and in the Swifterbant usually pointed or
rounded ones (Andersen 1998; 2011; Galiński 2012;
Gumiński 2001.Fig. 3; Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1988.
Fig. 18; Jennbert 2011; Koch 1998; Kotula 2015;
Reamaekers 2015; Reamaekers, de Roever 2010;
de Roever 2004).
Cups are a considerably less common kind of vessel
in Zedmar ceramics. Similar forms also appeared in
the Swifterbant culture and in the TRB, and in each
case they probably derive from the Danubian cultures. Everywhere, cups are relatively small, slightly
S-profiled, and proportionally low and wide. Some

Fig. 15. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, early Zedmar pottery of the second technological group (scale 1:3)(photos
and table made by W. Gumiński, K. Bugajska).
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of the early Zedmar cups from Szczepanki additionally distinguish themselves by a lack of temper
or by ornaments with diagonal alternately engraved
lines resembling a sequence of letters A or similar
tracks of nail imprints (Fig. 12a-c,k) (Gumiński 2012.
Fig. 6b). These traits additionally link the Zedmar
cups with the Danubian original. Other cups, with
horizontal rows of imprints on the bulge of the belly
or on the base of neck (Fig. 13c,d) are ornamented
in a similar manner to that seen in the Brześ≤-Kujawski culture. However, this is not a simple copy, since
the particular pattern of this motif, i.e. rows of alternate diagonal nail imprints, is in the pure Zedmar
style (Fig. 13c), and not in the Brześ≤-Kujawski mode.
To conclude, beakers are generally of the western
style, as in the Ertebølle, Swifterbant and TRB, but
cups are most likely of the Danubian origin. In turn,
pots could derive from the south-east, mainly from
the Dnieper-Donets culture. On the other hand, related pots occurred in the Swifterbant culture as well.
In turn, mantels outside the edge of the rim and protruding bottoms with a foot could be indigenous
Zedmar inventions.
Ornamentation
The Zedmar pottery generally has restrained ornamentation, like the Ertebølle, Swifterbant and early
TRB, or else like the Late Danubian, including the
Brześ≤-Kujawski culture (Tabs. 2, 3). In contrast, in
the Eastern Para-Neolithic, apart from much earlier
periods than the early Zedmar, ornaments usually
overlay the entire surface of the vessel. For instance,
at the Swifterbant S4 site 5.6% of sherds were decorated (Raemaekers et al. 2020.25), just as at the
Dudka and at Szczepanki settlement area (Tab. 2),
whereas at the Sārnate site in Latvia (Fig. 1) 81% of
the early-middle Narva vessels were ornamented,
and 37% in the late Narva (Bērziņ∏ 2008.Tab. 4).
Most ornamental motifs and
patterns as well as techniques
and tools of ornamentation
that occurred at Szczepanki
were also applied in the abovementioned cultures with western or southern roots (Tab. 3).
The most common early Zedmar motif is the round horizontal stripe of imprints going
on the concrete part of the vessel, mainly on the neck. The
location of the ornament is
crucial in the search for inspi-

rations. If a row or rows of imprints are located just
on the base of the neck or on the maximum protuberance of the belly, they are just like in the Brześ≤Kujawski ware. However, imprints on the neck below the rim are typical for the Western Para-Neolithic
and then the TRB, whereas stripes covering a greater
part of the neck occur again in the Ertebølle and
Swifterbant.
There are, however, some particular patterns, which
could come from the Eastern Para-Neolithic, and
these concern the following motifs: a pair of rows
with alternating diagonal imprints, various stamps
on certain vessel, very deep imprints or in contrast
barely visible ornamentation, or else compound
stamps. Regarding further details, a compound stamp
known as a ‘caterpillar’ was common in the Narva
culture (Loze 1988; 2000; 2001; Marcinkevi≠iūtė
2005; 2010; Rimantienė 2005; Vankina 1970),
while the use of a ‘denticulated nail’ is typical for
the early Neman and Dnieper-Donets wares (Charniauski 1979; 2011; Isaienko 1976; Telegin 1968;
Telegin, Titova 1998; Tkachou 2018). It should be
stressed, however, that both compound stamps as
well as very deep imprints were rare in the Zedmar
culture. Moreover, the comb ornamentation that is
common within the North-eastern and Eastern ParaNeolithic is completely absent in the Zedmar.
Corrugated rims are the most widespread ornamentation within the whole Para-Neolithic, though they
also occurs in the Brześ≤-Kujawski culture. However,
as a sole ornament on the vessel they are particularly frequent in the Western Para-Neolithic, i.e. in
the Swifterbant, Ertebølle and Zedmar (Andersen
2011; Crombe et al. 2015; Galiński 2012; Gumiński
1999b; 2001; Kampffmeyer 1988; Kotula 2015;
Louwe Kooijmans 2011; Raemaekers, de Roever
2010; de Roever 2004). Next, imprints on the inner

Fig. 16. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, numbers of particular rim diameters of
the early Zedmar pottery given separately for each technological group
(graph made by W. Gumiński).
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part of the neck could arrive from the Narva culture,
though this form of ornamentation was widespread
in the Swifterbant pottery as well (Tab. 3).
Ornamented bottoms, including their bases, are typical for the Zedmar ware. They also appear in some
Neolithic cultures in central Poland beginning with
the LBK and later Danubian, though they are rare
(Gumiński 2001.142, Fig. 7). On the other hand, ornaments on flat bottoms also occurred in the very
early Eastern Para-Neolithic, mainly in the DnieperDonets and Upper Volga cultures, though flat bottoms as such were not common there (Mazurkevich
et al. 2013.Fig. 8; Telegin 1968.Figs. 32, 33; Telegin, Titova 1998.Fig.7). It is worth stressing, however, that ornamented flat bottoms, at least from
Zamostje 2, are about one thousand years older than
the early Zedmar ware and the distance between
both assemblages is approximately one thousand
kilometres (Fig. 1).
Vertical tracks of imprints or similar wide grooves
distributed sparsely and with intervals around the
vessel are one of the most distinguishing motifs for
the Zedmar pottery and the whole Western ParaNeolithic, and to some extent for the earliest TRB.
However, these patterns are not prevalent there (Andersen 1998.Fig. 24; Gaerte1927.Figs. 134–135,
259–261; Gumiński 1999b.Pls. 25, 28; 2001.Figs. 2,
3, 6; 2004.Fig. 21j; 2012.Fig. 6b; Gumiński, Fiedorczuk 1988.Fig. 18; 1990.Fig. 3:1; Ilkiewicz 1997.
Fig. 17; Kampffmeyer 1988.Taf. 5, 6, 12, 18, 21, 22,
44, 48; Kilian 1938.Figs. 2, 4–6; Koch 1998.Figs.
48, 63, Pl. 56; Kotula 2015.Figs. 10,
11, 18; Raemaekers 1999.Figs. 3.4,
10, 17, 23, 24, 29; Raemaekers, de
Roever 2010.Fig. 7; Schwabedissen
1981.Fig. 8; Timofeev 1991.Fig.6;
Timofeev et al. 1995.Fig. 5).
A remarkable type of Zedmar ornament is the raftered or wide-spreading zigzag motif formed by alternate
diagonal tracks of imprints, or by similarly double or triple parallel-engraved lines set in the shape of sequential letters A. Both patterns
clearly refer to the early Danubian,
including LBK, especially if imprints
were made with a nail (Gaerte 1927.
Figs. 13, 27, 260; Gumiński 1999b.
62, Pl. 26; 2001.135, Figs. 6, 7;
2004.Fig. 21; 2011.Fig. 2; 2012.97,
140, Fig. 6; Timofeev 1979.Fig. 2;
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1991.Figs. 5, 6; 1996.Fig. 51). Although such ornamentation occurs mostly in the early Zedmar period,
there is a time-break of almost five hundred years
between both cultures. Besides, it should be emphasized that imports of the LBK pottery or other typical Early Danubian artefacts did not appear at the
Zedmar culture sites at all. Moreover, the earliest Danubian imports come from the Brześ≤-Kujawski culture (Fig. 1), and they occurred exclusively at Szczepanki (Gumiński 2011).
Similar chronological difficulty appears with regard
to the ornamentation composed of (repeated) triple
parallel vertical grooves with diagonal breaks (Fig.
14l). Such patterns were typical for the Bug-Dniesterian ware (Fig.1) (∞erny∏ 1996.Figs. 2, 21; Danilenko 1969.Figs. 39, 43, 98, 104, 115, 117, 120, 127;
1985.Fig. 32; Markevi≠ 1974.Figs. 17, 48, 65), although this early Para-Neolithic culture has almost
vanished when the Zedmar pottery was just beginning (Dolukhanov et al. 2009; Haskevych et al.
2019).
The rhomboidal net pattern covering the upper part
of a vessel is most likely of Neman culture origin,
since it was particularly common in this culture and
related groups, and occurred in other far-eastern
Para-Neolithic cultures. It is worth noting, however,
that the net pattern also appeared on occasion in
the Danish Ertebølle and even in the LBK of northcentral Poland (Tab. 3) (Charniauski 1979; 2011;
Gumiński 2001.Fig. 7h,k; Haskevych et al. 2019.
Fig.13; Isaienko 1976; Kotula 2015; Pili≠iauskas

Fig. 17. Szczepanki, sector ‘E’, trench FH, a half of a small beaker
(Fig. 13a) in situ together with T-shaped antler axe. To the right
are two stones and a scapula of red deer (photo by W. Gumiński).
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2002; Rimantienė 1992; Telegin 1968; Telegin, Titova 1998; Tkachou 2018; Wawrusiewicz 2013).
In conclusion, the inspirations for ornamentation in
the Zedmar pottery derived from various directions
and traditions, although those typical for the Western Para-Neolithic, TRB and Danubian cultures are
considerably prevailing over those of the Eastern
Para-Neolithic (Fig. 1, Tab. 3). Moreover, the motifs,
patterns and details of ornamentation in the early
Zedmar pottery also show a particular eclecticism.
The question of substantial intensiveness of
ornamentation
The peculiarity of the focal assemblage of the early
Zedmar pottery from Szczepanki is the relatively frequent ornamentation, which is over two times more
common than at the adjacent proper settlement area
of the site and similarly more frequent than in the
same period and zone at the neighbouring Dudka
site (Tab. 2). Moreover, the total number of sherds
is ten times higher at Szczepanki ‘E’ than at Dudka
from the corresponding time, zone and size of excavated area; at both sites it was c. 190m2 (Tab. 2).
Therefore, it seems likely that at Szczepanki pottery
was thrown into the lake purposely, the more so as
most sherds were found several meters away from
the island shore (Fig. 4). Besides, a significant number of vessels had been probably broken before they
were thrown into the lake, because there are many
missing pieces from certain better preserved vessels,
and additionally there are lots of solitary sherds of
other different vessels. It is worth emphasizing that
the state of ceramic preservation in the littoral zone
is similar, and generally good, with often well-preserved food-crust. Taking into account that such ceramics are heavy and large, any pieces of a given
vessel that were thrown into the water among reeds
would immediately sink to the boggy bottom and
remain there. It is significant that within the same
littoral zone the density of ceramic finds is up to
100-times higher in the south-eastern part of the sector ‘E’ (trenches EQ, FB and FC) than in the northern part (trenches ES, ET, FG), and the distance between them is scarcely 10 meters (Fig. 4). Therefore,
it seems likely that the unusually numerous ceramic
fragments in this place are due to a special votive
zone, which was located just on this part of lakeshore (Figs. 4, 17). If so, this could also be the reason for the high rate of ornamentation, because pottery used for ceremonial purposes could have been
selected according to the presence of the relevant
decoration.

The last suggestion is supported by some specific
patterns that appeared exclusively at the south-eastern part of the Szczepanki site. One of these is the
corrugation of the rim edge made with a compound
stamp that differs from such stamps applied on the
outer side of the vessel, which was in contrast quite
simple. The next peculiarity is the ornamentation inside the neck that is dissimilar and more compound
than on the rest of the vessel, and additionally it appears on the slightly leaning necks, so the ornament
is barely visible. Besides, some such patterns cover
only part of the neck circumference, and in one case
the array of stripes was changed and partly deliberately blurred (Fig. 7f).
Such strictly local and exact variants of ornamentation occurred on several vessels from the given part
of sector ‘E’ (Fig. 4), while other motifs appeared in
different zones of the settlement. Assuming the contemporaneity of pottery from such clusters, it seems
likely that some patterns could be the markings of
vessels belonging to a particular owner or family.
General and final considerations
The early Zedmar pottery from Szczepanki represents one of the regional styles of the Western ParaNeolithic, to which the Ertebølle and Swifterbant cultures also belong (Fig. 1). The Zedmar ceramics,
however, indicate a very complex genesis and have
a far more eclectic character than the pottery of the
above-mentioned cultures. The Zedmar ware, apart
from common features with the Western Para-Neolithic, reveals similarities with three other traditions:
(i) the Danubian Neolithic including LBK and the
Brześ≤-Kujawski culture, (ii) the Funnel Beaker culture (TRB), (iii) the Eastern Para-Neolithic, mainly
of Neman, Narva and Dnieper-Donets cultures (Fig. 1,
Tab. 3). However, the early Zedmar pottery is neither a simple hybrid of the above-mentioned cultures nor peripheral to any of them, because it represents a separate and specific integrated style regarding technology, vessel forms and ornamentation. Moreover, some components are likely of an
indigenous Zedmar cultural origin, such as a horsetail temper, bottoms with a foot, or a mantel outside
the edge of the rim neck.
A very good example for the peculiarity of the early
Zedmar ware is one of the best-preserved vessels
from Szczepanki (Figs. 13a, 17). This is an extra-small
beaker with a leaning neck resembling a distinctive
form for the early TRB. Its ornamentation is unusually scant even for the Zedmar pottery, since it oc149
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It is difficult to state why the Zedmar pottery presents such a mix of styles. In my opinion, it could result from two main reasons. The first is the general
cultural-geographical location just on the border between west and east Europe and thus the western
and eastern cultural traditions (Fig. 1). Moreover,
the southern early farming civilization reached the
range of the hunter-gatherer Masurian community
from the west and south. The second reason is the
relatively very late-stage period when the Zedmar
pottery began to form. The Zedmar culture, and
thereby the Masuria and Prussian Lowland, was perhaps the latest region in the middle of Europe in
which pottery was introduced, regarding both the
Para-Neolithic and the ‘real’ Neolithic worlds. Therefore, the indigenous Zedmar community was surrounded by many various ceramic modes, styles and
technological formulas. As such, it depended only
on the mentality of the Zedmar people which of
these many possible ceramic standards were used.

curs only on one side (view) of the upper belly part.
The pattern is comprised of two alternate diagonal
tracks of nail imprints, as it occurs also in the Early
Danubian pottery, and the same third track going
vertical between them, which is in turn typical for
the early Zedmar, or broader, for the Western ParaNeolithic. An identical arrangement appeared already on the fragment of a cup, which was found at
the lowest ceramic level at the separate dwelling
site on the eastern foreland of the Szczepanki island,
in the sector ‘A’ (Fig. 3) (Gumiński 2012.Fig. 6b).
That fragment is abundantly shell tempered, as was
common in the Zedmar, Narva and Dnieper-Donets
wares, and has a very intense rubbed surface, what
was typical for the Neman and Narva cultures. Therefore, while both vessels have exactly the same ornament, they represent entirely different technologies
and vessel forms.
To conclude, the co-occurrence of varied traits of
completely different traditions is the peculiar feature of the early Zedmar pottery. However, it seems
that in the early Zedmar ware more similarities are
related to the Western and Southern pottery styles
than to the Eastern ones. It should be emphasized
that this conclusion refers only to the pottery, and
does not apply to other areas of the Zedmar culture
as such, including settlement system, economy, burial custom, art and tool manufacturing. All these domains show that the Zedmar culture was the successor of the regional variant of the Maglemosian
Mesolithic, i.e. of the Western tradition.

Another question is why the TRB appeared on the
area previously occupied by both the Swifterbant
and the Ertebølle cultures, but not on the territory
of the Zedmar culture (Fig. 1). I believe it is possible
that this arose from the general economic reasons.
In the territory taken by the TRB, a farming economy appeared simultaneously with the new style of
pottery, whereas in Masuria a hunter-gatherer economy survived till the end of the Neolithic.

∴
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